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Learning Objectives
Upon completion of the webinar, the attendees will be able to:
1. Discuss past concerns by CMS and the OIG that likely 

prompted creation of the Election Statement Addendum.
2. Recall the requirement regulatory language on the Election 

Statement and Addendum for patients admitted on or after 
October 1, 2020.

3. Recall the requisite timelines for a hospice to furnish the 
Election Statement Addendum to the patient/representative 
upon admission or during the course of hospice care.

4. Discuss the implementation challenges of the Election 
Statement and Addendum to date and Weatherbee’s
recommendations.
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Hospice Election Statement and Addendum: 
What Drove These Changes?

• From 2009 to March 2016, several OIG investigations raised 
concern about hospice election statements and other 
payment-related items (CTIs, GIP care, etc.)
• In 2012, the OIG conducted a study of hospice Election 

Statements and Certifications of Terminal Illness (CTI), as part 
of a larger examination of 565 GIP stays provided in 2015
• Their study concluded in a report titled,  “Hospices Should Improve 

Their Election Statements and Certifications of Terminal Illness.”
• In more than 1/3 of the GIP stays, hospice election statements 

lacked required information or had other vulnerabilities.
Source: https://oig.hhs.gov/oei/reports/oei-02-10-00492.pdf
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Invalid Election Statements (per the OIG study)
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Example of 
Inaccurate 

Election 
Statement
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Other Election Statement Concerns

• Some hospices included the Election Statement within a 
much longer and more complex document or labeled the 
Election Statement something other than “election,” such as 
“Admission Service Agreement” or “Financial Agreement.”
• Hospices used small print for text explaining the palliative 

nature of hospice care, making it difficult for some 
beneficiaries and caregivers to read.
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OIG Recommendations

The OIG recommended CMS to:
1. Develop and disseminate model text for hospice Election 

Statements;
2. Instruct surveyors to strengthen their review of Election 

Statements and CTIs;
3. Educate hospices about Election Statements and CTIs; and
4. Provide guidance to hospices regarding the effects on 

beneficiaries when they revoke their election and when 
they are discharged from hospice care.
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FY 2021 
Hospice Wage 

Index Final Rule
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FY2021 Hospice Wage Index Final Rule –
Election Statement and Addendum

• The Election Statement and Election Statement Addendum 
are conditions for payment.
• For all patients admitted on or after October 1, 2020, 

hospices must include specific verbiage on the Election 
Statement; however, use of a specific form is not required.
• For hospice elections on or after October 1, 2020, the 

Election Statement Addendum “Patient Notification of 
Hospice Non-Covered Items, Services, and Drugs” must be 
provided, if requested, within 5 days of the date of election.
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Hospice 
Election 

Statement
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§418.24(b) Election of Hospice Care
1. Identification of the hospice and of the attending physician 

that will provide care to the individual. The individual or 
representative must acknowledge that the identified attending 
physician was his or her choice.

2. The individual’s or representative's acknowledgement that he 
or she has been given full understanding of the holistic, 
comprehensive and palliative nature of the Medicare hospice 
benefit rather than curative nature of hospice care, as it relates 
to the individual’s terminal illness. [emphasis added as this 
verbiage is required, but not included on the sample election 
statements from CMS]
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§418.24(b) Election of Hospice Care (cont’d)
3. Acknowledgement that the individual has been provided information 

on the hospice’s coverage responsibility and that certain Medicare 
services are waived by the hospice election. For elections on or after 
10/01/20, this includes providing the individual with information 
indicating that although it would be rare (because hospice should be 
providing virtually all care needed by the individual who has elected 
hospice), there could be some necessary items, drugs, or services 
that will not be covered by the hospice because the hospice has 
determined that these items, drugs, or services are to treat a 
condition that is unrelated to the terminal illness and related 
conditions. [emphasis added as this verbiage is required, but not 
included on the sample election statements from CMS]
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§418.24(b) Election of Hospice Care (cont’d)
4. The effective date of the election, which may be the first day of 

hospice care or a later date, but may no earlier than the date 
of the election statement.

5. For elections on or after October 1, 2020, the Hospice must 
provide information on cost-sharing for hospice services.
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§418.24(b) Election of Hospice Care (cont’d)
6. For Hospice elections on or after October 1, 2020, the Hospice 

must provide notification of the individual’s (or 
representative’s) right to receive an election statement 
addendum, if there are conditions, items, services, and drugs 
the hospice has determined to be unrelated to the individual’s 
terminal illness and related conditions and would not be 
covered by the Hospice.
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§418.24(b) Election of Hospice Care (cont’d)
7. For hospice elections or on after October 1, 2020, the Hospice 

must provide information on the Beneficiary and Family 
Centered Care Quality Improvement Organization (BFCC-QIO), 
including the right to immediate advocacy and BDCC-QIO 
contact information. 

8. The signature of the individual or representative.
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Hospice Election Statement 
Implementation Challenges (Thus Far)
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Hospice Election Statement – Implementation 
Challenges, To Date

Designation of the patient’s choice of attending physician (as 
documented on the Election Statement): 
ü Patients have the right to NOT select an attending physician, which 

must be documented on Election Statement.
ü Hospices may not encourage or force a patient to “choose” a hospice 

physician or nurse practitioner as his/her attending.
• This is a common practice especially for hospices with an Inpatient 

Unit (IPU), due to billing implications.
ü CMS understands EMR and NOE challenges which require entry of an 

attending physician for functionality; for these, a hospice can enter a 
hospice physician to allow system functionality (only).
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Hospice Election Statement – Implementation 
Challenges, To Date (cont’d)

COVID-19 pandemic (i.e., patient/representative not able/unwilling to 
attend election/admission visit)
• CMS’ Director of the Division of Home Health & Hospice clarified 

that a patient’s/representative signature is still necessary to 
establish consent to receive hospice care.
• She stated, “We are still requiring signature to elect the hospice 

benefit. It’s very important because they need to have the 
Medicare payment made on their behalf to any other provider. It’s 
important the patient be fully informed of this.”

Hence, there is still no regulatory allowance for a verbal election of 
hospice care.
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Hospice Election Statement – Implementation 
Challenges, To Date (cont’d)

Electronic Election Statements – Many in the hospice industry 
believed CMS would grant an extension for the Election Statement 
and Addendum and not require compliance on October 1st; as a 
result many EMR vendors are not ready to implement an 
electronic Election Statement and/or Addendum.
•Weatherbee recommends providers draft valid, paper-based 

Election Statement and/or Addendum documents for use 
until such time their EMR vendor implements electronic 
versions of these forms.
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Hospice Election Statement – Implementation 
Challenges, To Date (cont’d)

Failure to Remove Old/Non-Compliant Election Statements:
• PRN/Weekend Staff
• Staff who infrequently perform hospice admissions
• Old Admission Packets
• Trunks/Staff Bags containing out-of-date documents

Since the Election Statement is (still) a Condition for Payment, 
failure to use a valid form could preclude payment for the 
patient’s entire hospice stay.
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Hospice Election Statement – Implementation 
Challenges, To Date (cont’d)

Failure to Remove Non-Required Regulatory Elements from the 
Election Statement, such as:
• Witness/Hospice Representative Signature and date – this is 

not a regulatory requirement; however, staff mistakes or blank 
entries could lead to payment denial due to reviewer 
knowledge gaps
• Caregiver Arrangement/Agreement
• Automatic revocation statements (like the previous example)
• Inclusion of Informed Consent form
• Other well-intended statements not required
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Hospice 
Election 

Statement 
Addendum 
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§418.24(c) Content of Hospice Election 
Statement Addendum

For Hospice elections beginning on or after October 1, 2020, in 
the event that the hospice determines there are conditions, 
items, services, or drugs that are unrelated to the individual's 
terminal illness and related conditions, the individual (or 
representative), non-hospice providers furnishing such items, 
services, or drugs, or Medicare contractors may request a 
written list as an addendum to the election statement...
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§418.24(c) Content of Hospice Election 
Statement Addendum (cont’d)

If the election statement addendum is requested at the time of 
initial hospice election, the hospice must provide this 
information, in writing, to the individual (or representative) 
within 5 days from the date of the election. If this addendum is 
requested during the course of hospice care (that is, after the 
hospice election date), the hospice must provide this 
information, in writing, within 72 hours of the request to the 
requesting individual (or representative), non-hospice provider, 
or Medicare contractor...
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§418.24(c) Content of Hospice Election 
Statement Addendum (cont’d)

If there are any changes to the content on the addendum 
during the course of hospice care, the hospice must update the 
addendum and provide these updates, in writing, to the 
individual (or representative).
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§418.24(c)(1) Content of Hospice Election 
Statement Addendum 

The Election Statement Addendum must include:
1. The addendum must be titled “Patient Notification of 

Hospice Non-Covered Items, Services, and Drugs.”
2. Name of the hospice
3. Individual’s name and hospice medical record identifier
4. Identification of the individual’s terminal illness and related 

conditions
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§418.24(c)(1) Content of Hospice Election 
Statement Addendum (cont’d)

5. A list of the individual’s conditions present on hospice 
admission (or upon plan of care update) and the associated 
items, services, and drugs not covered by the hospice 
because they have been determined by the hospice to be 
unrelated to the terminal illness and related conditions. 
[emphasis added]
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§418.24(c)(1) Content of Hospice Election 
Statement Addendum (cont’d)

6. A written clinical explanation, in language the individual (or 
representative) can understand, as to why the identified 
conditions, items, services, and drugs are considered unrelated 
to the individual’s terminal illness and related conditions and 
not needed for pain or symptom management. The clinical 
explanation must be accompanied by a general statement that 
the decision as to whether or not conditions, items, services, 
and drugs are related is made for each patient and that 
individual should share this clinical explanation with other 
healthcare providers from which they seek items, services, or 
drugs unrelated to their terminal illness and related conditions.
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§418.24(c)(1) Content of Hospice Election 
Statement Addendum (cont’d)

7. References to any relevant clinical practice, policy, or 
coverage guidelines

8. Information on the following:
i. Purpose of Addendum. The purpose of the addendum is 

to notify the individual or representative, in writing, of 
those conditions, items, services, and drugs the Hospice 
will not be covering because the Hospice has determined 
they are unrelated to the individual’s terminal illness and 
related conditions. [emphasis added]
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§418.24(c)(1) Content of Hospice Election 
Statement Addendum (cont’d)

8. Information on the following:
ii. Right to Immediate Advocacy. The addendum must 

include language that immediate advocacy is available 
through the Medicare beneficiary and family centered 
care Dash quality improvement organization BFCC-QIO 
if the individual (or representative) disagrees with the 
hospice’s determination.
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§418.24(c)(1) Content of Hospice Election 
Statement Addendum (cont’d)

9. Name and signature of the individual (or representative) 
and date signed, along with a statement that signing this 
addendum (or its updates) is only acknowledgment of 
receipt of the addendum (or its updates) and not 
necessarily the individual’s (or representative’s) agreement 
with the hospice’s determinations.
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Election Statement Addendum Process
(On the Day of Hospice Election)

Hospice staff reviews 
Election Statement with 
patient/representative; 

Option for Election 
Addendum is explained

No Election Addendum 
Requested 

No additional action 
required. Follow hospice's 
process for documenting 
that the Addendum was 

not requested

Note: The Patient/Representative may choose to request an Election Addendum at a future time
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Election Statement Addendum Process
(On the Day of Hospice Election)

Hospice staff reviews Election 
Statement with 

patient/representative; Option for 
Election Addendum is explained

Election Addendum Requested; 
Additional action required. See 

Next Slide 
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The Hospice 
has 5 calendar 
days from the 
effective date 
of election to 

furnish the  
Addendum, in 
writing, to the 

requesting 
party(ies)

The patient’s 
clinical 

information is 
reviewed with 

the hospice 
physician for 

related/

unrelated 
determination

Designated 
staff member 

documents 
the physician’s 
determination 

on the 
Addendum 
document*

Addendum is 
provided to 

the 
requestor(s);  
signature and 
date obtained 

on the 
Addendum**. 

Form is 
scanned into 

patient's 
record

Patient/Family 
have option to 
contact BFCC-

QIO for 
immediate 
advocacy

Election Statement Addendum Process 
(Admission) – Addendum Requested

* Addendum must contain a written clinical explanation, in language the individual (or representative) can 
understand, as to why the identified conditions, items, services, and drugs are considered unrelated to the 
individual’s terminal illness and related conditions and not needed for pain or symptom management
**Signature does not imply agreement with Addendum contents; rather, acknowledgement of receipt
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Addendum Process
(After the Date of Election)

Circumstance arises re: Hospice 
payment responsibility of Items, 

Drugs, or Services; Option for 
Addendum is explained

Addendum Requested; Additional 
action required. See Next Slide 
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The Hospice 
has 72 hours 

from the time 
of the 

Addendum  
Request to 
furnish the 

Addendum, in 
writing, to the 

requesting 
party(ies)

The patient’s 
clinical 

information is 
reviewed with 

the hospice 
physician for 

related/

unrelated 
determination

Designated 
staff member 

documents 
the physician’s 
determination 

on the 
Addendum 
document*

Addendum is 
provided to 

requestor(s);  
signature and 
date obtained 

on the 
Addendum**. 

Form is 
scanned into 

patient's 
record

Patient/Family 
have option to 
contact BFCC-

QIO for 
immediate 
advocacy

Addendum Process (After Date of Election) –
Addendum Requested

* Addendum must contain a written clinical explanation, in language the individual (or representative) can 
understand, as to why the identified conditions, items, services, and drugs are considered unrelated to the 
individual’s terminal illness and related conditions and not needed for pain or symptom management
**Signature does not imply agreement with Addendum contents; rather, acknowledgement of receipt
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Calculating 5 Days Hospice Election Date 

Day 5 – Due Date 
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Addendum Questions and Implementation 
Challenges (Thus Far)
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Addendum Questions / Challenges

Addendum Due Dates: 
ü If requested on the effective date of election (day of admission), the 

Hospice has 5 calendar days to furnish the Addendum.
ü If the beneficiary/representative selects a future date as the effective 

date of election, the Hospice still has 5 calendar days to furnish the 
Addendum (e.g., hospice election made on October 1st with an 
effective date of election of October 7th, the Addendum (if 
requested), would be provided by October 12th.

ü Anytime thereafter (including with hospice transfers from one 
provider to another), the Hospice has 72 hours to furnish the 
Addendum.
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Addendum Questions / Challenges (cont’d)

Addendum For Patients on Service Prior to 10/01/20: 
If a patient is already on hospice prior to 10/01/20 and asks for an 
explanation of why an unrelated item will not be covered, the Hospice 
does not need furnish an Addendum. 
CMS stated the Addendum requirement only applies to patients 
admitted on or after October 1, 2020.
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Addendum Questions / Challenges (cont’d)

Patient/Representative Refusal to Sign the Addendum: 
If a patient/representative refuses to sign the Addendum, this is OK. 
However, Weatherbee recommends documenting the signature refusal 
in the patient’s clinical record.
CMS stated the signing of the addendum is just an acknowledgment of 
receipt of the form. It does not indicate agreement with the Hospice’s 
decision.
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Addendum Questions / Challenges (cont’d)

Patient Death Within 5 days of the Effective Date of Election: 
If the Addendum was requested on the effective date of Hospice 
election (i.e., the start of care date or admission date), and the 
beneficiary dies within the first 5 days from the start of hospice care, the 
Addendum is not required to be furnished after the patient’s death.

This condition for payment would be considered met.
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Addendum Questions / Challenges (cont’d)

Addendum Issuance for Non-Medicare Patients: 
Hospices are not required to furnish the Addendum to non-Medicare 
patients; however, a Hospice may choose to furnish an Addendum to all 
requesting patients.

Weatherbee recommends all hospices draft a Policy & Procedure 
document(s) related to the Election Statement and Addendum. If the 
Hospice chooses to furnish an Addendum to all requesting patients, this 
process should be included in the Hospice’s Policy & Procedure 
document(s).
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Addendum Questions / Challenges (cont’d)
Does the Addendum take the place of the Advance Beneficiary Notice 
(ABN)?: 
No. The Addendum and ABN are 2 separate forms to address different 
circumstances. 
The Addendum is to communicate, in writing, the Items, Services, and 
Drugs unrelated to the patient’s terminal diagnosis and related 
conditions, which hospice will not be financially responsible for.
The ABN’s purpose is to transfer potential financial liability to the 
Medicare beneficiary in certain instances (e.g., when an item or service 
is not considered medically reasonable and necessary, etc.).*

*ABN Form Instructions: https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-General-Information/BNI/Downloads/ABN-
Form-Instructions.pdf
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Addendum Questions / Challenges (cont’d)
Electronic Hospice Election and/or Addendum documents: 
• CMS acknowledged that the use of electronic platforms can help 

facilitate more timely notification of a hospice election and can be 
expanded to include the Addendum.
• Hospices are free to develop an Election Statement and Addendum to 

best meet their needs, including an electronic format.
• If the patient/representative (or other Addendum requestor) requests 

a hard copy version, the Hospice would need to furnish it.

• CMS’ Electronic Signature requirements still apply.*
* Medicare Learning Network (MLN).  Complying with Medicare Signature Requirements. ICN 905364 May 2018 
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Addendum Questions / Challenges (cont’d)
Plan of Care Updates and the Addendum: 

• The regulation states, “If there are any changes to the content 
on the Addendum during the course of hospice care, the 
hospice must update the Addendum and provide these updates, 
in writing, to the individual (or representative).”

Hence, if the patient/representative has previously requested and 
received the Addendum and there are any changes to the 
patient’s Plan of Care that change the content of the Addendum, 
an updated Addendum must be provided within 72 hours.
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Net Health EMR

• For Net Health clients, an electronic Election Statement and 
Election Addendum are available.
• The items, drugs, and services deemed unrelated/non-

covered by the hospice physician will automatically flow to 
the Election Addendum.
• Net Health designated the determination of 

relatedness/unrelatedness (covered vs non-covered) as part 
of the hospice physicians’ workflow; this is consistent with 
Weatherbee’s recommendation.
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Questions/Answers
Carrie Cooley, RN, MSN

Principal / CEO
Weatherbee Resources

(866) 969-7124
info@weatherbeeresources.com
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